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Sub ject:

The Study of the vashiny Problems in a hMiocdern

ower Laundry.

Ch jects:

1. To Study the wear ¢f Flat York (beu linen

etc) thru the individual steps in the laundering pro-

cess, with en aim to lengthen the life of the material

2, To Study the use of Alkalies and Bleaches

with an ain to decide which ig the least cloth ten~

derinz.

3 Fa
whe -

tTPoeEy + -

5 the use of the i-Xay in determin-

ing the wear to which the material has been subjected,



Introduction:

The difficulty of washing, starching and ironing

ccllars properly in the home gave rice to the opening of

g collar laundry in Troy in 1825, This was the beginning

of the laundry industry. At first collars alone wears sent

to the laundry and for years the only collar laundries in

the country wera located in Troy. The shirt gradually made

its appearance in the laundry bundle, and thus it remained

up until a comparatively short time age. There has been a

rspid advancement made in the past few years. luring the

period of from 1914 tr 12819 the grov’

657, and at the presen? rat, of ii

a growth of nearl

time of the nexi ©

clubs with their nam

1 have shown

‘on lollars in 19230.
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sfficient and less clio ES gees, The lasundriev



hardest problem 1s tu try to live down the ustcriora-

tion to which the clothes were sub jscted in the begin-

ainz of the industry, =2nd thus to educate the public to

the modern Dower laundry.

Theoretical Asnact:

-

the fihv

X-dav
4

that cotton

“hoon 3

pd

2 EY  sub jcet

Tnetur-
-

re study

un of ths

shown

The

crystals becom

reagents. All phases of this swelling are shown by the

X-nay machine.

‘sreviocus vwork:

2revious inv

Temperature, Soure, Starch,

9

ms eo ad of the action of High

Blues. and loieture, on

fibre (princivnally cotton)



H.. Clayton has shown that wool remains nore

gtable at high heat (either moist or dry) than does

either cotton or silk. Some cotton fabrics begin to

weaken in tensile strength when subjected to 3000F,

while others are not affected much below 3500F, If =

decrease in breaking strength takes place at 350°0F.

with unbleached cotton cloth, bleached material begins

to weaken at 300°F, Scorches do not become visable

until a temperature is reached from 50°F, to 1000F,

higher than that at which the cloth begins to weaken.

Clayton carried an investigation with collars

giving; the cause for holes appearing in semi-soft col-

lars. He came to the conclusion that the exact location

of these holes in worn collars is dependent upon the dig-

tribution of strain in the wearing and the application of

friction to the manufactured article. Furthermore the length

of life of webbing cloth is directly proportional to its

original strength and Iwersely proportional to the amount

of wear, friction or abuse to whicia it is subjected. In

other words the life of a webbing material possessing a



brea&amp;ing strengtn of 17 spoundingly greater

then that of » material breaking at but 80#. This

TT gw mW As

fact is made use of in this investigation. Of course

the laundry is not altogether blameless in the matter.

Some collars that have been examined throush Clayton's

work gave positive tests for oxycellulose when bolled

naturally means that collars

“asily. furthermore,

- proper sour (if oxalic

were weakened and broa’an dovm

care must be taken to us.

acid is used =~ rinse well). The ironing temperature

must not be too high. At the same time the wearer can-

not expect collars to last forever. Whenever a cus-

tomer complains about wearing out a collar that has had

&lt; or &amp; different laundry marks on it, it may be assumed

that the collar has glven the wear that the customer

may reasonably expect. Occasionally a webbing or duck

collar breaks down after but a few periods of wear, in

which the wearer has a reason to complain. Unless a

positive test for over bleaching is obtained in both

the muslin band and the webbing itself, it must then be

assumed that the material is in sone way defective.



Rememberin: that the bleacher may over bleach his ma-

terial just es much 2c a laundry owner. Clayton found

thet collars washed in bulk are subjected to consider-

able friction of the wheel. Luring lesundering collars

watched in nets will be subjected to far lees friction

since they rub against the other collars in the net,

whereas in bulk they slso rub szsinst the washer sur-

{nce *

Clavtcn's results may be summarized

La

2.

Holes generally a recult cf natural wear.

That oxycelluloce either in the original

cloth or introduce. during laundering increases the

tendency for tha holes to develop.

24

a duck or w

Jefectiv

Customer mav expect 22 periods of wear from

- Ceollar-

uellars wearing oul prematurely sre either

constructicn or heave been over bleached.

Collars chow &amp; less tendency to wear in nets.

Georze L

acids (gourd oa fibres,

Johnson has made a summary of the action of

d 50:
concentire r i=fibers swell and form gelatenous mass.



warm Concentrated-chanzes tha structure by disgolving

the fibres.

Hot dilute - very likely N tender.

Cold dilute - very little action, unless driec 0n the

material.

Hot conc Jt  »1ly decompC ees.

Cold conc- forms sun cotton.

lilute ~ little action, unlesc drie« on the material,

HCI:

of

concentrated or ¢iluly has le.s action than sny

acids - unless dried con

ma cours have been used in the laundry process,

LHC, is now entirely extinct, but the other two are still to

be found in a very few placed, Ho mineral acid should be used.

Crganic acids (sours) attack to much less extent than co

mineral scids., OCxalle, tartaric and citric ecids tendsr the

cellulose when drieu on it, Boiling formic aad acetic acid

have considerable tendering cnoncities - tut dilute forme do

aot show aoprecisble harm even when allowed to dry on it.

(malic and acetic are the most widsly used ours. Uxalic

seid has the crest spility of removines rust.
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Johnson also states that freezing a wet cotton fabric

causes a bursting of the fibres and consequently a great

weakening effect, Also that cotiton with ite hygroscopic

moisture driven oul is weaker than cotton with its natural

moisture r~otaine
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‘etion.

He has shown that betwer

strength decreased practicall, eg i

tion. Together with moisture t+ heat) thece forces to-

gether take the course of the resultant of the seoarecte

effects, Baking yara st 110%¢ for a period of eizht days

caused only a slisht decr:nase in teasile strensth - while
GC R _—

140 C showed a decrease of 50%.

The Reseercn Labecratery of Applied Chemistry at M.I.T.

finde that in eight ordinary lesunderinss, the collar lcses

26% of its original strensth. Of the 26%, 70% occurs in

the washroom and 20% in the finishing department. The wash-

room loss is attributed to bleaching, rijgses oc dns and scape



nnd

ie

the zcurs anid blues. The finishing department loss

~ituted to the dryroom, mouluer, znd het tube. As =n

reculs of this work it wee found this loss could be re-

duced st least 250% of the original 26%. In other words,

make $7

gan

Eh

he ra

© collar lose 19.55 of its original streasth in-

 ex This chanze can be wade without changing

Tanne » of the collar, Dussell recommends that

1lowiar nrocess be altered.

=} Bleach,

oparaticne followins scur and blue.

ral starch.

vlog:

Tan - in Dry Room.

+P Hot Tube.

(b)

Toy, LO0.

FT 2 invest izations have been carried

oa rv { roy
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I OB © Co.. Banuafoctirars 0Ff the Cone

mareins? ATksel i
, pan

3 &gt;
do=ks

oy alkali metf=ls comuinad 1 7 hydroxyl =sroup

form our washing alkalies. The r1vl } 21781 members of this

grouv are ammonia (diz), potassium (&amp;). and sodium (Ja).

Ammonium Hydroxide is sometimes used in textile

mills as an alkaline assistant in washing with a sodium or

»r potassium :0ap., This, however, has been shown, aot to



increas. graal 1 f y 3 activity of the solution. Upcn addi-

tion of JU,Ci the somo solution becomes thinnar in body.

Jin, Ui is said to have no decicvive edvantases, The char-

acteristics of thie alkali sare, that beinga gas it has a

reat penetrating power and the products which it forms

in neutralizing acids 970 pragt ically all coluble in water.

Cn the other hand beinz easily driven off by heat a ten-

perature such as employeu in the washing might rendily de-

compose the diz compounds. Its very disassreeabls odor

has ruled it cut in many instences., The tensile streasth

of textile fibres are but very 511i htly impaired by the

use of fiz. The great use of Ji: would come at low tem-

peratures (lowest volatility) and then driven from the

fibres by drying, thence the least amcunt of tendering.

It cannot be used with bronze wash wheels 88 8 compound

of copper ammenlica ig forreau which is vevy destructive to

vesatabl
3 3 veJ v7a

price 4
| Sula

of snainr na |

and : 4

n . ki  a. chouiw al.

lies would chanze the base of fhe i. se

A
- oes&gt; : 1a CORD

20 IT

1

nz

viedBL

due vous lose

the high solubility of tho KX scap. The comoounds of 4



need as alkalics sre the hydroxide snd | ae carbonate, These:

alkalies neutralize acid dirts, form very soluble compounds,

stimulato the colloidal activit, of goes and coften the

water, The alkali has the decldec diusivantazeofhaving

to use mox  |

sults than

tendering

nlaced bv
o
or

rTe

in

SO da: »

2 anu

cat {
2

Tey to molecular weight) to oot the came re-

“ium alkalies, Thus thev have sreater

Mhaoce ~lurillaec sre being fast re-

€o rm. al
 3 form the

‘a3ldared

Caustic

Tas of

7) Silk

following

ore abetr-

L

alkalies and vhen uge. i | 1

A.plicatioa of caustic soda r N
~

’

 4
EE Tongcest of the

destructive,

eldon found excent

in modified domes

{ } S0Cn AS Tien 8lkeli tends to zive a

vellowing and graying of the cloth with continnec use

becomes destructive,
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neceount of

Rad
13Tod a

~
“ TNH nat &gt;» 1

Sey "y=»J Sodan: Tri ! SeldCm used on

Taw hydroxyl coanleat. Lsunderers have citeu

been lead to believe that in usiny a nixture of caustic

sods and Bicarbonats the cauastic is overccous

1at ion Is acthin~ = nn ty was ¥
A CE

-
3

{ 3
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slkaliest

ate
 1

SOM VIS

This eombi-

no.

‘modified

- “aobonate.

rained
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for

soft.

“nt ire oo.
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is no: v
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tive thar

chegervad wi
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"lime

launderer
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be

3
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- Taseon iw

"io alkel ~ Lox K' s8 offec-

very 8loht bleachin&gt; acticn can be

Led uses Iv smegsiste ia the rotardation of

rast .

(7) Silicate of oda: PThiec alkali has dompara-

tively low so=t. The silicats gives a less tendeacy for

the cicth to turn szray cr yollow. It is produced in a

thick vigeous liquid which ig hard to handles It gives a

zo0d hydroxyl couceatration and when usew under the right

conditions can be made very satisfactory,
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(8) ‘Miseolite? This alkall i 3 not ‘2lizeu by two

mild mineral acids, alumina and silien, When the alkali

is libarated it can be use. to greatest advantaze in clean-o a

ing but cannot be sbsorbed by lhe fibres due tv the small

amount of mineral #13 precent. Both acid snd alkali are

in eollioidal gf -

warn the av.

isc nscuparisc

- ooluticn. Vhen the water is hot or

-

wy

a0 rt ant sediun alinliss

oT

Re
-

f1 A
Lm

' ER r

AF of (6)

(8) yi.™

(2) yet

“A wie oF

2),ot

a 80 311
i L

; follow

ing alkali. og suv

Orig Ihresd
cacth/thresd Loes

C00

(8) 5.7

(4)

(1)

( 2)

(Hote) These data are clains made by the Cowles

ar?
3

atergent Cu,

ov Wé nwYip vorcent ages ¥These above 1 y prenarea vy equivalent

strength by weight. Therefore available alkali was 2% times

8s much in the case of (8) snd (2). (This statement holds
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for all above and al. followiny fables,

The Arthur L, Little, Inc. has chown thet when

boiling with a 15% of (2) and 15 solution ¢f (8) on

cotton sheeting

(8) 15% loos

loo that, 20 sclutlons for 1 hour si

1688

¢

(2)=22.1" loss (8) =5 loser

tnother inGewendent work (other than Cowl  id Leter=

rent Co) under averase wash room condition and coaceantrationc.

8)

(2)

(8)

[ 2)

TemWr Ee

30 of wash

~

y 3

1G

1006

~ = 1.

YR Oar. 3 (2) + %
)

vie foo un

t ime

oh tim =
gq,-

Loew

a 34

} araal

iy etrensth

188 in streasth

i , is at 10C

avallable al-

bali in (cg;

laterial

(8)

(2)

(1)

(8)

2)

(1)

Ho

wr

Jote: Tha

»
- doses

ashes Loss

25 per
Jo

or 25%/Q

35 58%

100
oF

[22 bpd

100 785%

100 86%
cone of (1) was 1/3 as cone as (2)
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From the Silicate 2's snd Q's published by the fhiladel-

chia Quartz Company.

"Tt has lon: been supposed that silicate and soap

mixtures were harder on fabrics than scape which coatalined

no silicates. A very careful piece of wor: dene in the

.ehool of Lyeing at Barmen, by Zanker and technable shows the

error of this assumption, Cotton yarns washeu 200 times in

Poilinz one percent solutions of soap and sce» nowder with and

without silicate show that the fibre washed

liquors is stronze than that treated with !

pure products.

strength, the

but this was less

workers found

action than

to launder’

The firet few washings cher acrease of

1
.
ro' "hau . - merecerizing act “ibre,

Eo v-cence of silicat. 8806

~»ants had ding

~..4hei : ib » rerenal, YL . as fast

1 Yin, n ? wache. vd
i i na better

appearanc map | Lr - Ty, . fab’ “rm the silicatec

deterrent

batch of a=

m  +» Enows that th 3 :
A nheall in a

raduecew LY adh:  = ‘
, * saicnte. The tiny

particles  . BA
|

od which are present 1.1 all commercial sili-

cate solution. , are able to atfach 2lkeli tv their surfaces

in 8 way which makeg its action much cilder than it would

stherwisea be,"
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X-3iv Shae 3

y + 1

fo

em

-

Li ject

% [rg 3. .

E

—da ian

F Cw

thru ¢nin mctel foils

conld h rained in thic

 1

TM) ue wo

dif-

voy Fraction gp0f sem

B 1 at "vw be Qeuuced and

suggecteu, Xperimeats

by MM. Polanyi show that there are 2 kinds of fibre: (1)

Bimple~ with parsllel packing together of thread like crystals

which are slways elongated in the same crystallgraphic di-

rections the gliding planes of the atoms are In a sintle pre-

fered direction; (2) Complex-fibres in which there are more

than one direction of fibering or elonrating within the sane

fibre. Cellulose has a prefominantly necdle like habit, end

has been found to yield more or less ideal fibre diasranms.

In many cases X-Ray defraction will be of utmost value

not only as a qualitative analysis but for the purpose of

semi quantitative estimation. This means of study is parti-

cularly useful under the following conditions (1) in an ex-

emination of opaque material (2) when the sizes of the indie

vidual crystals become indescribebly small, Cotton and

fibres give cowder patterns which the few available data

indicate to be identical, thug the crystals of different

kinds of Cellulose undoubtly have the same kind of size and

shane, Rescsents tend to swell this conmron size and shape

iependent on the strength of the solution.
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heed (1924 Chemical Tavineerin: Thesis I, [.T.)

need studied the individusl steps in the launuering

processes. In his investigation laboratory epparatus

was used wuich offered much doubt as to its couwparing

faverably with actual conditions in practice. Hever-

theless his general observations seem to check very well

with sctual conditions cbeerved in this thesis.

At intervals durinz 20 minute bleach runs, samples

were Oblained frcm the discharge pipe and snslycsea for

oxidizing chlorine content with potassium iodide and

standard sodium thio-sulphate solution, Figure umber 1

shows the general decrease in chlorine content with

time from an average curve cf Reed's 6 runs varying the

temperature, Ilost of the decrease comes within the

firr b minutes. Figures dumber 2 shows the wear

caused by the individual steos In the laundering pro-

cOEL,







+.

Reason for Present Investigat ica;

For { ne advsneemenl of modern power washroom

practice thru the fulfillment of the above mentioned

ob jects,
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Ix aeriment. 1. i, bik  thoa:

The material used in the inv al rs wah Y Was 5 £2, yo

sutt. 1 vineetlog. The lndlvidual ninces were ony yard
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iinsed

5. vtrsctor

5, Flat Vorik [roner

(2) Listhod of Atteck- From the above six

points of possible wear it ‘was observed that problem could

be attacked as follows:

That one sample should be run thru the

entire process 5 timas, another thru 1C timec, another

thru 15 times, and another thru 20 times, then one samdle

thru entire nrocess up to extractor b times, ancther thru

10 times, ancther thru 15 times, and another thru 20 tines.

In thic way thetotal wear of the ent ire process, the total

wesY 0F the extractor and the flat wrk 1ronertiogsther,

and the total wear of the coap and soda, bleach, blue and

rinses eollectively, could be obtained, The above eXperi-

mente ware carried on at the Vnite Star Laundry of Brock-

ton. kiass,

The nexs a . viv lnvestigsticn was

to further subdivide the stens sv as to defermine the

sercentare of wear caused by the more important of these



 0)

steps. OCne sample was run thru the bleaching step 5

times, another 10 times, another 15 times, and asncther

20 times, a sample thru the cold break, 2 hot suds aad

one Lot rinse 5 times, another 10 times another 15 times

and another 2C times. A sample thru 2 hot rinses and

1 cold rinse 5 times, another 10 times, another 15 times,

and sncthor 20 times. The above experimonts were

carrisu on al the KM, I. I, lLsundry in Cambridgzse, Mass,

From these experiments the percentare loss 1s

determined for :

i: ph ire 2rocess

wetor and Ironer

Tan

Twn Hot Ltuds and One

Blue

Trus "*0blem in this way

we not-onlv pet

but they dleo eerve as a check upon each other.

» 1irt 02 the various steps

The samples thus obtained ware stripped and tested

on « Lecott lachine under constant conditions according to

the A.S.T.HK.
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SEP

Qutline of Experiment and Kev

Ort ~"ma1 Samn)

Thru Bn’ ~e Praeger 2
Toys -

to the Numbers.

10nP

15EP

204P

bEX

10EX

15EX

20Bx

5B

108

153

203

BS

105

158

208

SRi

10R1

15Ri

&lt;QR1

Ww

" on

 ui Be —

P cmey ant

I amas

oo

&gt;

“ Suds, + vould Rize

4d Rin TLCS ou

&lt;U

Times

20
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(0) Testing of Alkalies and Bleaches:

It was observed from the quantitative results

cbtained by the Research lab of App Chem and the quala-

results so far obtained in this work that the

alkalies and the bleaches are the chemicals vhich should

be altered in such a way as to produce less wear on the

fabrics while being washed in a laundry. Experiments

were carried on in the ¥.I.T. laundry to ascertain which

alkali and which bleach is most advantageous for use in

2 modern power wash room.

Three commercial alkal ies and one combination were

tested to give comparative values in their deterioration

effect on sheeting. Sample 10&amp; was run thru double the

actual concentration 10 times, the same with 10A, 10R

and 104.

Mive commercial bleaches were tested in the same

way to give comparative values in their deterioration

gf fect on sheeting. Cample 10H was run thru double the

actual concentration 10 times, the same with 108u, 10W,

10P and 10C.

The samples thus obtained were siripped and tested

on a Scott Kachine under constant conditions according to

the A.5.T. 0k.
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Outline of Zxperiment 1d ~~y to the Numbers

Og
108

My gm Coy pe RY

Thrn Times

10A

10R

109

3 The

1 ~e rt Combination 10 Times,

"leaner 10 Times.

10H -- »laro Bleach 10 Times.

10Su

10W

LC”

Sp ne Bleach 10 Times.

Cross Bleach 10 Times.

Ca dnd (S01o0zone) Bleach 10 Times.

10C Chloride of Lime 10 Tines.
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X-Ray:

The work on this field has been very limited so

that in running experiments of this kind they had to

be carried out very blindly lst trying one set of con-

ditions and then another.

Only two pictures were taken during the thesis

run and these should be mentioned here in order that the

same mistake will not be made again. As no actual re-

sults were obtained the brief outline is included under

the Experimental Kethod.

The lat picture to br

Tube with 140000 volts. This machine was mechanically

rectified on the high potentinl side. It gives high pene-

tration or Hard X-Rays and the radiation is general or

white. Th sample was placed 6 centimeters from the

nosed 4 hours. The cloth had been frayedplat and wa

down t |

4  bun threads and this bundle had been

threaded inte
«

ig1 en eighth of an inch in dismeter

in « smal Teed rnches by 2 inches an eighth

of an inch thick. ™ 1 were when developed showed

only a black spot with no crystal defraction. Pictures

of this kind are either under or over exposed or the
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voltag: reat, Ia this case it had been over

eXposea \  hours being too much) and the voltaze was

no doubt too
: &gt;

The next picture was taken v mr Tybdenumn

tube. This machine was self-rectified and water cooled.

It gi »s mono-chromatic XKalpha molybdenum rays with a

voltage of 43,000. The sample was placed 4} centimeters

from the plate and was exposed 2 hours, The cloth had

been frayed down to a bundle of threads and this bundle

had been placed across the peep hole and held in place

with putty. Thus in this picture the rays passed thru

the threads perpendicular to the way the threads ran in

the cloth, whereas in the former pictures the rays

passed thru parallel to the way the threads ran in the

cloth. This picture was also unsuccessful.

lt is recommended that the next picture be taxen

in the former machine with less voltage and less time

for exposure using some sort oJ « filter. Definte re-

commendations are improsz=ible at this time.
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Results (a) (White Star Laundry-with nets)

Sample Strength in # Loss Strength in #
Table 1

Original »  .

HAT

10E8F

158P

57 1.5

55.55 2.95

53.6 4.9

SOE 50.9 7.86

Table ©

AEX 57.38 1.15

10E8x 55«6 2.9

15Ex 54.5

© Ol 3.8 ) ?

%logs

$)

2.565

5.125

3.55

13.

1.968

4.26

6.84

83.04

apple 3

51

101

151

33 , 59

J5 . 16H

J 1.652

201
Hote: I is equivalent to EF-Ex or

2ed 4,96
"--" -~gotor and Flat work

Ironer.

Results (a) continued. {.

Sample

Original

513

103

153

- iis ~y=without nets J

ey in if
Tal

Loo th ini % Logs

0

3.46

oF 3.9

7  « 12.54

12.54SOR Nod 3 4



lable 5,

Sample

58

105

1553

205

Strength in #

Ewi

ve

55.€

53.8

50.8

Loss Strength in #

2.3

3

Re8

9.3

% Loss

4.62

8.25

11.2

16.15

Table 6.

20R1i 8.75 1.85 53.05

Table 7.

hB3GR1I, or bisx

10Ex

155%

2O0Rw

of

11.

14.4

19.25

8.08

18.15

3.74

31.74

Table 8,

SEP or 5BSRII

10LEP

158P

2QEP

5.23

11.05

15.3

22.15

Results (a) continued (Calculated val
Table GG.

Sample pt I

53 C3785

108 2.51

158 3.175

8,7

18.2

25.2

26.7

~5 with nets)

208
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fable 10

sample

RS

108

155

208

51

101

15

201

% Loss

1.18

2.09

2 e833

4.08

able 11 (Re {ition of

CoD

«165

l.52

4.96

Table 3)

Table 12

ZORi  a 12
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Results (b) (M.I.T. Laundry)

Table 13

Alkslies

canple

dri~ina.

10Q

108

10K

10A

Strength in #

5503

57 «6

57.2

57.1

57.1

Loss strength in # 5 Loss

3}

1.54

2.20

2.39

2.59

Table 14

B3leaches

Original

10P

105u

10H

10C

10W

53.05

5¢

4

43.7

23.5

4%

1¢ ~

yz.

14.8

25.0

Sed

18.1

&lt;2.9

25.3

42.8
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Results (b) continued (¥.I.T. Laundry)

Table 15

The following are sample hem threads (originally black)

which accompanied the bleach samples through the test.

High Cloth Tendering Proverties.

ol
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Discussion of Results.

Introduction

It i » felt that the value oi this investigation

lies mainly in the fact that all the work was carried out

under actual wash yoom conditions.

Th ~xperiments a1 the W~ “rar laundry were

“Mm. flow sheet and lethod offollowed tl'mough exactly »

Investigation indicates.  Me process the temperatures

the amount of water, the zZmount of substances added were

carried out in exact rontin

that the results would |

actual conditions. The sheeting was washed in nets at the

«nite Star Laundry

The experiments at the V.1I.7. laundry which

were run as a check on the white Star experiments were

carried out under exactly the same conditions. The water

used was the same, the temperatures and the concentration

were maintained constant. The average number of pounds

of clothes per gallon of water were kept constant.

Wooden ribbed washers were used in each case. Nets were

not used in the ¥.I.7T. Iaundry. In this way a figure

showing the relative value of the nets in the laundering

process could be obtained.
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The experiments on the relative merits of the

21kal ies and bleaches were also run under actual laundry

conditions with the exception of the followin: itens.

Temperature, time in wash wheel or time of run and concen=-

tration of alkall or bleach per gallon of water are the

important factors determining the wear upon the fabrics.

Ag the above are the governing variables they were in-

creased over actual conditions so ag to get more pronounced

results and thus more decidedly fix the relative merits of

the alkall or bleach. In washing with the alkalies the

temperature wag 160°F constantly with each sample instead

of 1509F. The concentration was double that of the con-

centration used a. the White Star Laundry. The time of

‘nutes. After teneach run was 15 minutes instead of

« miven. In case f the bleaches the

160°F instead of 150°F. for alltemn-~"~":

gxecer

In th

ble

dee
- a" y oan

0 cempera..re was held at 1809F,

1 the ¢ondi "NN, ry, yO s adverse as possgi-

concentration of the bleach was double that of

“encentration used at the White Star Laundry figuredthe

on « chlorine content basis. The 10P concentration was

slightly more than double. The time of each run was 15

minutes instead of 10 min. After ten runs the samples were

siven a light sour a hot rinse and a cold rinse.
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The measurements in tensile strength taken

on the samples run, are the basis of all comparison.

Tensile strength testing gives quite variable results

egtimated to ve about 10% variance. For this reason 10

samples werc taken from each pice, 5 fills and 5 warps.

In Yamsutta Sheeting the warp and fill are very nearly

the same so that it zmounts to running 10 samples of

each piece. In this way a very good average is obtained

wnich cuts the variation to considerably less than 10%.

The conditions under which this investigation

wae carried out cannot be over stressed. Thus as is

observed there is abgolutely no laboratory methods or

apparatus applied, but only actual washroom conditions,

apparatus, and washing equipment are maintained through-

out. “Thus in this investigation first hand information

igs obtained and there is no transforming of laboratory

data toward an estimate as to what might or ought to

happen in the plant.
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Discussion (a)

Table 1 shows the wear occuring in the entire

process for four different times up to twenty complete

runs when nets are used. These four points when plotted

(Fig. 6) give practically a straight line with less slope

where mercerization tends to take place. From the work

of Zanker and Schnabel we might expect a strengthening for

these first few runs, but their experiments only included

the soap and soda runs. In Table 1 are given the effect of

211 steps in the process, thus the bleach, rinses, and

ironer practically eliminate this strengthening tendency.

The same concentration of substances added to the wheel are

applicable with or without nets (mainly because the usual

laundry concentration is too high) but the nets seem to

offer a resistance to the rinses, So with nets, the num-

ber of rinses remaining constant, there is a slight ten-

dency to allow this mer-c—izafion to take place, thus the

slight rise in the curve.
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Table 2 offers a check for the sae kind of a

curve as obtained from Table 1. Here, if plotted, we get

a lesser slope for the first few runs than from the Table

1 data. This can easily be explained, in that the ironer

step is eliminated, and from Fig 7 we see that this skp

is the greatest percentage loss (with nets).

Table o gives the losses occuring for four dif-

ferent times on the flat work ironer. The loss is slow

at first and then increases with great rapidity upon

approaching the 20th run. It should be stated that this

table of course holds for with or without nets. The ex~

tractor causes absolutely no wear if the material is

placed in the machine properly, so that no stretching of

the garments occur. It was assumed in this investigation

that the extractor exhibited no wear, as the wear in this

step is entirely dependent upon the crxiractor man running

the individual machine.



Tables ZN be  show the losseg occurinm in the

Bleach ona 1 “apy
2

wvolv without nets. T+ should

be wm map Soa Typ=aSTN
mit WL ~ Suds in this work r- + ‘ra to

ad Aton 3 E namelv the cold brealr tra hot

Su ~inse The reason for no decided gain

in + fr - - v NN " warhes is that the hot

ri ad
4
¥ ~  gs  run. and as no nets were pre-

set Frm ~=iz in ~ tend: on wy, - nractically eliminated.

Ih EN nt mer
bd

-
| :8ser slope than would

ord. r have taken 1.1 2 + Bhould be noted that this

mera sing or strengthening vendency is not a desired

effect, because it only occurs for the first few runs and

the more it takes place, the greater is going to be the

loss a4 the runs increase. The bleach and suds curve,

(Fig. =

exceot toward the twentieth run the hleach seems to have

) follow pretty nuch the same general tendency

legs cffect upon the fibre.
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Table 6 shows the effect of 20 rinse runs. By one

run is meant three hot rinses and one cold rinse it

is seen that the loss is suvnprisingly low. T1T7°

loss in evniained by the high level of water used in

the rinsing operation. It is thought that the greater

the water in the wheel the less wear occuring on the

fabric. lad the rinses been run at 4 inches instead

of 11 inches the wear would probably have been much

greater. For decreasing wear if is needless to in-

grease th water in the suds as the suds themselves

raiast wear. Yhorve

- 1

offer «

ther ‘ T2feet as thi. : the wear can be cut to sone

extent vy increasing the amount of water in the wheel.
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Table:J » and 4 explo 1 without nets what tables

1 and 2 have shown with nets, Figure 6 shows that where

the rise in the "with net' curve there is a fall in the

"without net! curve. This is explained by the fact that

without nets we are more able to rinse out the merceriz-

ing action caused by the soap and soda. And as stated

before, where thls tendency has been eliminated or par-

tially so, one should get ultimately relative longer life

of the material. Thus in run 20 the quotient we get by

dividing the without net loss by the with net loss is less

than either of the other three stens. Thus tabulated we

get:

Ir

20EP

Jithout Nets

With Nets

ruoctient
«0
So

cloth Hf Wy 1. 0

e

©
~ 2.1ub

3 54

3

~~

ry

that thi : greav tendency is for the

9 sirength when washed in nets, but

36.7

1.3

2.82

there ius also worki.uv &amp; tendency which, as time goes

on helovs tu decreases the loss in the cloth which has

been washed without nets, namely better rinsing eliminat-

ing the mer~ 7 z2tion and causing 2 slower ultimate de-
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crease in strength. This should not in the lezst way

discourage the use of nets but merely encaurzge better

rinsing when nets are used. The above tabulation also

serves to show the relative advantage in using nets.

That in +9 washe + sheeting loses about 3 times as much

figured iu nercentage of original fensilea ~tr.

* vithout nets, as when washel +:

3 Mh.

when wash  +» nets.

It should 7 understood from the z2bov, that =  more

washes are given the value 7 nets slowlr aecreases but

can be Lony surny’ 07 1 hv pron rr vogyulation of

the =~NESS From tabulation 1 -ahserved that

WHET mer ~

sation evrdinarily takes ovlace there is a

5 LL.12~hh y  in the quotient and from there on .1 falling

aff fry,2 again brings to light the small rise in the

 wi. . net' curve and the slight dip in the 'without net'

curve and their relation to the merc EE

Rg "ction effect.



Tables 9, 10, 11, lg, are the calculated values

for the individual steps in the process when using nets.

The same explanations held for this data as for the with

net data. Figure 5 shows that the ironer now becomes the

important item, followed by the suds and bleach, Table 11

is merely a renetition of table 3 as the ironer losses are

constant with or without nets. And, as the suds and bleach

wear decrease when using nets we get the percentages shown

on the right of ¥ig. 7, the ironer constituting the major

item.



Discussion (Db)

The figures in Tables 13 and 14 are self-ex-

planatorv relative © A ’ we mer ts of the " “arent alkag-

lies and bleaches, The condi"i~ne =hi~h mar’: tho deter-~

ioration of -  Hy » Fabric vw  wv -  IOTS TL - that

makes the re’? va rank of the ?  pp
-  4 ranounced.,

T::1 - *

ww y shows that thr 4 x nounced

«or a8 the effect upon ten:

the samples subjectedtothefour alkalies. There now

ntrength of

enters into the case the cost of the individual alkali,

It is apparent that 10A is the cheapest. It is grati-

fying to learn that the L.W.A, is advising a return to

10A when used intelligently, this is suggected from a

tensile strength and economic value. Where extremely

zood water is used, soft and free from scale forming im-

purities 10A offers an appearance equal to 10%, 10R and

10G¢., There is no doubt that silicate greatly helps the

appearance of the material under ordinary conditions.

Table 14 shows that as far as the effect upon

tensile strength of the samples subjected to the 5 bleaches,

10P holds up decidedly the best. The strength lost by

10P is practically nothing as the very slight decrease in

strength can be attributed to the wear received mechanically



while in the wheel. This wa:

of wa’ nresent while bleaching. Irom the data it

 small amount

S€em: . tha? "7% comes next in line, though with con-

gideranl lossy i; 1 comparison with 10P. &lt;Jlosely follow-

H and 10C which remain together as would being are 1

expected from their similar composition. Another large

drop to 10W, exhibiting the strongest bleach of the lot

end very destructive to the filter.

Table 15 shows the same scale of relation in

the samples of bleached threads as was shown in table 13.

This gives a slight qualitative iden .

bleaches should take and thus serves

ty» the position the

check upon the

Len:
r3&amp; RE “engotn d=tn



Conclusions. (.

i Tha” "1 twenty launderings. without nets,

the sheeting Tnges *¢ 7 + of its original tensile strength.

tJ Tha RG .5% of this loss ocerrs in the wash

room and 13%.°7° occur: : in the finishing derartment.

Se That the distribution of the loss is as

follows:

Bleach causes

Cold break, ££ Hot Suds and 1 Hot rinse caus:

Rinses and Blue causes

Losses occuring in washroom 86 ° jb

Extractor and Ironer or Finishing Department 13.5%

¢, That in twenty launderings with nets the

sheeting loses 13% of its original tensile strength.

5. That 61.9% of this loss occurs in the

vashroom and 38.1% occurs in the finishing department.

24
“32 That the dictribution of the loss is as

follows.

Bleacn

Cold break, 2 hot suds, 1 hot rinse causes

Rinse znd Blue

Losses occuring in washroom

24.5%

31.5%
~¥
,

Ra
or

b,
Ya

61.9%

sxtractor and Ironer or Finishing Department 38.1%
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That in twenty launderings without nets

the sheeting loses nearly three times as much strength

ns does the sheeting washed with nets.

a. That thig value of nets in the lounder-

ing nrocess increases until somewhere between 5 and 10

rung and tho

to Lhe m

reages thereafter.

t Wig ilnorease snd

*2at.

‘18 13 gue

ih this mercerization effect is de-

pei.

2.10 YY,

lor £2
ee

manv rinse

logs, fina.

3

ies use of net

le

3 : rinses and nets~both the use of nets

“nereasinz mercerization (initially less

1 strength)-alt

5
&gt; me-cerization (initially greater

1 8%crengtli
r,

3 Alance between these two effects

3  Oo £1 ri iinsing.

Th1m
Wh

1 de less the water in the wheel

the greater the mechanical wear.

13. That the extractor causes no wear when

the cloihes are placed right.

4 oF » That tie rinses cause very little com=-

rarat.ve wear.

15. That the washroom can approach as a limit



of perfection, clothes worn to a degree of those rinsed

to the equivalent number of revolutions of the wheel

in the entire process. Thus in this process the rinces

alone cause 3% loss (20 runs - without nets). The ideal

total loss is about 16% (figured from a ratio of rinse

time to total time in washroom - £0 minutes to 70 nin-

utes, and adding the constant ironer loss of 5%). Thus

instead of a 36% loss we may work toward as 16% loss.

This may possibly be accomplished by increasing the

amount of water in various runs (bleach, cold break, and

possitly suds) and thus also decreasing the concentra=-

tion.

1 witli process the rinses alone cause

runs - with nets). The ideal total loss is86

abr zured from a ratio of rinse time to total

time ( wash room - &lt;0 minutes to 70 minutes, and add-

. constant ironer loss of 5%). Thus instead of a

-- work toward an 8% loss. As there is only

inc

12v ° ry

a T [4 netween the actual and the ideal, it

would hi: oa [2
J J economical to study the conditions

necessary to cut this wear, except thru the increase of

mater in the bleach run.



Conclusions (b)

i» That so far as tensile strenszth is con-

cerned 10A holds up as good as the rest, (considering

cost and tensile strength alone 10A is the alkali to

JB

2. That silicate added to the wheel in-

telligently usually improves and never mars the

appearance of the material. |

5. dhat, if due to local conditions a silicate

is ne sessary, any of the remaining three should assist

2tion.to the point ¢

Thea: “ JF ia the least cloth tendering

bleach anu VW i: . {he greavecst cloth tendering bleach,

the others ranging between as shown in results.
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Recommendations.

{a) Recommendations to the Flant

} That nets be used on all washing, as

soon as is economically possible.

&lt;., That more water be used in the bleach

run even if the amount of bleach liquor added nced

be increased - it is felt that this, however, would

not be called for except to a slight extent. (The

bleach run has less water in the wheel than any of the

others except the suds.)

3. That the White Cross laundry cease using

their bleach a8 soon as practicable, and change to

some less cloth tendering bleach,

That steps be taken to sec: +f it would be

practicable to vary the steam and time in the flat

york ironer.

5. That care should be taken to find the cause

of, and eliminate the crease effect produced on the

flzt work ironer. It so happens that if a sample {to be

tensile tested) was cut from a part of the cloth that

had these wrinkles, they invariably withstood about

half the poundage they should. It was first  Khought

thot they were merely creases and the tensile machine



was gotting hold of oniy few threads and rive reen-

forced by the others. This was soon found to be wrong

as great care vag e— in placing the cample in

the testing machine so -
,

oo haw the sane vi fectly

flat They continued +. Mresic wo
. oD kl These

We I “ liminated in the computation shown ~1» the data

shee- This crease effect of cours: om f.. reduces the

strength in ordinary sheeting thru the laundering pro-

ESR

Below wl . sample of this sort «fT cr sing.
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(b) Recommendations for future work.

4 To study the effect of the amount of

water in the wash wheel, with an aim to get some rela-

tion between the amount of water to the amount of wear.

2. 10 study the effect of silicate in bleach

solution.

3. To study the assumption that suds have an

insulating effect against wear. (Possibly the water in

the suds should be increased slightly) so to be sure

that the low water in the sud run does not cause great

Hey

de w~Ray vhase of this subject.
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APPLHDIX
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Data =~ Tensile Strength

RITLS WARTS

No

ol

-
 A

A
A Tr

» Gr
Compared

v, with

-

3 €0 66 60.6 58.5 01

53 £6 66.4 57 01SET

10EP

158EYP

20LP &amp;.

55X 65 52 °°
10EX 69.5 59 51
15EX 55 60 5%

SOBA 52 59 21° 2753 54="

51553 59 59 56.6 55.55 01

545 56 50 54 35 53.6 54.3 O01

48 49 54 53 49 50.6 50.9 01

5 E7.9 57 57 58 55 57 56.8 57.35 01

£5 60 57.5 54,5 53 47.450 57 53.8 55.6 01

62 60 57.5 45 58 50 55 50 51.6 54.5 O01

55.0 53 53 50 57 53.6 53.8 01

5B €"

10B (7

15B 54

62 60 59 66 61.8 62 6LB59 56 54 58.5 60.15 01

£3 63.550 615 57 52 60 48 56 57 54.6 55.8 O01

62 62 54 60 58 ° 54 53 54 52 53 55.9 01

61 62 60 59 ¢ + 47 §3 5756 53.8 57.5 01

55 6. 67 60 67 58 v 57 59 59 57 57.8 60.2 01

108 £7 60 56 58 60 T° 55 58 51 57 55.6 56.85 01

158 5 64 57 56 5¢ I” 53 49 55 62 53.8 55.4 O01

208 63 61 64 61 6 52 47 52 54 50.8 56.3 OL

5Ri 54 . 62 63 50 wu. J 59 60 58 56.8 57.4 02

10Ri 57 54860 59 ow ov 57 61 57 58.%

15Ri 69 60 72 70 66 4) 59 59 50 53.6

20Ri 607 46 55 60 57 58 467 53 57 61 59 58.75

4

58.12 0%



ROA

{ continued)

FILLS
Ko. 1 2 3 4 5

108 59 64 62 58 54 F

10A 61 62 62 59 50 52 59 nT

10R 62 64 62 52 5? B50 57 53

105; 61 60 63 56 57 A? 59 58 57 F

10H 44 B52 37 45 ‘R46 46 47

105u 50 49 48 46 42 47 7 49 48 50

10W 30 35 30 32 31 3l.. 35 32 35 30 3

10P 60 55 59 57 61 53.4 54 58 54 55 53 54.

10C 44 50 40 43 46 44.6 47 40 40 42 45 42.

Da%tn - Tensile Strength
| WARPS Compared

v. with

01

01

01

02

082

} 02

02

-
~

rE a8

7 Ne

2 60 58 60 55 60 53.6 61 60 61 56 54 58.4 53.5 02

This value neglected on account of crease
hreal.

occuring-caused bad

# This value neglected on account of extremely wide variance.

ir - This aves Le assumed

Note: The averages of just the warps were taken where the
fills showed large discrepancy.
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Analysis of 105u

Saaple of Bleuch:

Available Chlorine

Sodium Hydroxide

sod iw Carbonate

Cc + Grams per 100 cc.

8.89 grams per 100 cc.

1.79 grams ner 100 cc.

Analysis of 10V

sample of Bleach:

Available Chlorine

Sodium Hydroxide

Jodium Carbonate

12.35 grams Gl perlOOQcc.

11.76 gross -cr 100cc.

1.02 grams per 100 cc.
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May 19, 1925.

Mr. Robert P. Russell, Divisional Director,
Magsachusetts Institute of Technology,
Research laboratory of Applied Chemistry, Boom 2-114,
Cambridge, ilass.

Ly dear lr, Rugselli-

The following will confirm the statements made
to you during the visit of Mr, H. V, Xing and the writer
to your laboratory.

It was pointed out that there is nore or less of
a fire hazard connected with the use ¢J Solozone in a laundry
and that we fell you would get better all-around service
with Ferborate of Soda. You preferred, however, to ugse
Solozone and stated that the laundries you were working
witii were equipped to handle tinis chemical without dan-
ger. The wost important point is to remember that Sodium
reroxide in contact with moist organic material generally
creates combustion,

Solozone. dis: ved in water cives Caustic Soda
snd Hydrogen Peroxide. #e usualiy add &amp; given quantity
of acid first to the water and then dissolve the Solozone.
Approximately 1.4 pounds of 66° Be'., Suphuric Acid are reguir-
2d to neutralize one (1) pound of Solozone. It is always
advisable to test the bath in the usual way with litmus pa-
ner for alkalinity. The writer suzgested that you have
the liquor very slightly acid cso as to prevent the decom=
position of your stock solution. A one day's supply of _
bleach liguor should be made at a time. This would, of
course, be alkalined when added to the waching solution.
We suggested that where Hydrogen Peroxide is used in laun-
dry work the temperature be raised gradually to 1609 F,
starting with a practically cold solution. The speed with
which the temperature is raised will depdnd upon your
equipment, ete. It is desirable to avoid iron and copper
since both of these metals act as catalysts causing rapid
decomposition of the Hydrogen Peroxide. It would be well,
therefore, to carefully inspect your equipment. Iron may
be painted over with lime which will serve to isolate the
metal.
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To Mr. Robert ¥. Russell, Divisional Jirector,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.

ve are sending you today one (1) 40-1b. keg
of H, &amp; H, Assistant #2. This compound has given ex-
cellent results in washing when used in conjunction with
Feroxide,

ve would certainly suggest that you test the
baths or treating liquor for active oxygen. This is very
apt to be of great help to you in your experiments as
under some conditions the bath may decompose too rapidly
while under others if may not go down fast enoush. Should
you have trouble with either extreme, we would appreciate
your advising us that we may take steps to assist you.

may ve of
forms us.

ie hope
service

that if there is any way in which we
that you will not hesitate to so ine

Yours very truly,

BLEACHING STATION

¥, D. Ainslie
cuperintendent.

IDALHB ihos. DU, Alpnslee




